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Abstract

Aesthetic surface mesh modification, guided by a
deforming feature line, is still a challenging task.
Whereas most existing surface deformation methods
work well when the new surface is stretched or iso-
metrically deformed, in case of areas subjected to
compression, unwanted bulging may appear. This
configuration typically appears when a designer slides
a feature line along the input surface. In this paper, we
present a new approach for feature line modification
solving the surface bulging problem. We consider
physically-based deformation methods applied to
surface meshes and characterize configurations that
produce compression loading from a mechanical
standpoint. Then, the deformation area is decomposed
into two sub-domains with a boundary modification of
the one subjected to compression loading. Thus, during
a subsequent deformation, this sub-domain no longer
undergoes a compression loading but rather a traction
loading, which ultimately prevents bulging. This
transformation looks like a retraction of this surface
area and a corresponding processing pipeline is set
up. Our feature line modification method is intuitive
to use and runs interactively, making it attractive to be
used during design reviews in immersive environments.
Industrial examples and comparisons with state-of-the-
art physically-based deformation methods validate the
proposed approach.

Keywords: feature lines, mesh deformation, physical-
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Figure 1: Designers using black tape to visualize
the desired feature lines [Courtesy Peugeot Design
Lab http://www.peugeotdesignlab.com/fr/
le-studio/concept-cars/peugeot-hx1].

1 Introduction
In the automotive industry and at the early design stages
of a car body, feature lines (FL) are commonly defined
as sharp lines in the surface model of a car body. As FL
greatly contribute to the model’s aesthetic design, they
are often modified during design reviews.

During design reviews around physical mock-ups,
FL modifications are defined using a black tape, see
Figure 1. The modified lines, here called target lines
(TL), thus lie on the initial surface.

Nowadays, virtual reality technologies become part
of these design reviews. However, these technolo-
gies still lack modification processes, i.e., the ability to
mimic this tape-based modification process and deform
the underlying surface model. Such a modification pro-
cess includes, as a whole:

• the generation of the modified FL that can be seen
either as a generative process or as a deformation
process;
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• the subsequent surfaces deformation;
• the interaction taking place in a virtual environ-

ment, that requires taking into account the immer-
sive nature of this environment and the interactive
time constraint of the interaction.

Here, the contribution focuses on the generation of
the modified surface, considering the initial surface
mesh, the FL and the TL as input parameters. We leave
the Human-Computer Interaction design, subjected to
the interactive time and immersive environment con-
straints, as objectives for future work. Similarly, if aes-
thetics is prominent in the surfaces addressed here, the
development of an aesthetic criterion to evaluate the
deformed surface is not targeted. Rather, the surface
bulging phenomenon being characterized by undesired
surface undulations, the deformed surfaces are exam-
ined through discrete Gaussian curvature sign maps to
evaluate the efficiency of the proposed approach.

In order to reduce the amount of input parameters,
we focus on physically-based surface mesh deformation
methods [46, 8, 9, 30, 53], using the handle metaphor,
to best fit the interactive setting of aesthetic design.
Conforming to this metaphor, the user selects a Region
of Interest (ROI) on the surface, a handle, and applies
Euclidean transformations to the handle, regarded as a
rigid body, to modify the ROI. Now, a key distinction
with our context is that the FL must be deformed to
match the TL, and thus cannot be straightforwardly re-
garded as a handle.

The TL can be positioned anywhere in 3D space,
though it often stays close to the initial surface in design
reviews, because feature lines aim at bringing character
to a model rather than driving the overall shape of an
aesthetic model. Consequently, modifications of FL can
be divided into two categories:

• modifications “off" the surface: there, every point
of the FL moves along a trajectory that is roughly
along the average surface normal, stretching the
surface on both sides of the FL;

• modifications “on" the surface: every point of the
FL follows a trajectory that is stretching the sur-
face on only one side of the FL, depending on the
relative location of TL wrt the FL. This configu-
ration is close to the tape modification illustrated
in Fig. 1 though the TL may not lie exactly on the
initial surface.

Surface mesh modification guided by a deforming
FL is still challenging, especially when the FL deforms

“on" the surface. In this case, part of the surface is in-
deed subjected to a compression loading. Whereas most
existing methods work well when the deformed surface
is stretched or isometrically deformed, in case of com-
pression, unwanted bulging appears with all methods
we have tested (see an example in Figure 2).

This unwanted bulging can be seen, from a mechani-
cal standpoint, as a buckling or wrinkling phenomenon,
which unfortunately would result in complex optimiza-
tion problems.

In this paper we solve the bulging problem by
presenting a new approach for shape modification
driven by FL deformation. Within the scope of
physically-based surface mesh deformations, we show
that the stiffness distribution brought by the As-
Stiff-As-Needed (ASAN) surface mesh deformation
method [30] is well suited for FL modifications, and
propose to carry out a special treatment on the part
of the surface subjected to compression. This pre-
processing step looks like a retraction of the surface,
after which the surface no longer undergoes a compres-
sion loading but rather a traction one, which ultimately
prevents surface bulging.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews
surface deformation methods able to process FL modifi-
cations. Section 3 details the on/off-surface categoriza-
tion and gives the overview of the proposed approach
for both cases. Then, Section 4 describes the retraction
process, applied to a sub-domain to avoid compression
loads. Section 5 details the various steps of our defor-
mation method, before showing results and their analy-
sis in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The generation of the modified FL can be seen either
as a generative process [21, 41, 28] or a deformation
process [18]. We assume that the TL is given as input,
so here we review the work to draw smooth lines in an
immersive environment in a very brief way.

Drawing 3D curves freehand This is still a challeng-
ing task, and the main difficulty seems to be the com-
promise between intuitiveness [50, 43, 27, 26, 47] and
precision [4, 1], thus quality, of the line. We note that
spline representations of curves are generally preferred
in 3D modeling systems, when a direct control over the
shape (curvature and torsion) is required [50, 17, 24].
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Figure 2: (a) Example of an on-surface FL modification applied to an industrial car model. The initial surface is deformed
following the modification of FL (green) into TL (blue). (b) The use of surface deformation [8] highlights the bulging effect
on the lower side of the TL, where the surface undergoes some compression. (c) This bulge disappears with our ASAN-FL
method.

In contrast, polylines are rather used in stroke sketch-
ing systems [27, 20], appreciated by artists for loose
and rough freehand drawings. As the quality of the line
is a major point in our context, we choose to define the
TL using a spline curve.

Surface deformation The following review focuses
on whether the methods are suited or not for handling
a smooth deformation guided by a feature line modifi-
cation, knowing that the target line does not necessarily
lie inside the initial surface.

The use of curve networks as a global control struc-
ture for guiding surface deformation is an appealing
idea [28, 18, 45, 19]. However, curve networks are gen-
erally structured in order to define patch boundaries.
In case where the feature line is not a patch bound-
ary, which is often the case with FL as sharp lines sur-
rounded by a smooth area, it is not obvious how to inte-
grate it to the curve network. Also restricting the defor-
mation to act locally is not naturally included.

Axial deformations [45, 51, 29] are guided by an aux-
iliary curve. They therefore provide quite intuitive sur-
face deformation tools. A shape deformation guided
by a deforming feature line is conceptually similar and
rather user-friendly as well. However, it calls for a spe-
cific deformation method, since the final surface is ex-
pected to interpolate the TL.

Combining sketch-based interfaces with subdivision
surfaces, as proposed by Orbay and Kara [37], is an-
other user-friendly shape design tool. The resulting sur-
faces are naturally smooth and of good visual quality.
This type of representation is also used in industrial
software such as Imagine and Shape by Dassault Sys-
tèmes [2]. Anyhow, surface modifications using subdi-
vision surfaces require specific knowledge to monitor

surface continuity across patches. Incorporation of fea-
ture lines into subdivision surfaces and interpolation of
target lines are even more tedious to realize.

These difficulties also apply to Computer Aided
Styling tools using B-spline based models where FL are
often created as patch boundaries. In immersive soft-
ware such as Gravity Sketch, the user defines the FL
first and then builds patches according to these lines.
Therefore, in order to modify the FL, one has to mod-
ify all the corresponding patches, which may largely
extend a user-defined region of interest. While this
parametric representation offers precise surface con-
trol, modifying a FL can quickly become a tedious
process. Arbitrary deformation areas of interest and
patch continuity conditions can be added as in Pernot
et al. [39, 10], but it remains difficult to master smooth
curvature distribution near the boundary of the defor-
mation area of interest.

Mesh deformation and shape generation methods
guided by sketched strokes within an immersive system,
such as RodMesh [47] or Perkunder et al. [38], extend-
ing FiberMesh by Nealen et al. [36], and Teddy [23],
create an inflated rotund shape, bounded by the closed
user-defined 2D or 3D strokes. As the created surfaces
all rely on optimization algorithms, the resulting shapes
offer a smooth curvature distribution. Together with
more intuitive interactions, these methods exhibit some
appealing features also acceptable at the stage of de-
sign reviews. However, the round inflated shapes do
not meet the requirements for FL modifications, such
as open curves and local deformations mimicking man-
made shapes.

Schemali et al. [42] proposed to use the so-called
handle metaphor to deform the model and offered to se-
lect contour lines as handles. However, affine transfor-
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Figure 3: Feature line modification. (a) Subset of ROI with fixed constraints (F), an initial FL, L0, and a TL, Lt , of
the category on-surface. (b) The sub-domains Sa and Sb on each side of L0 are processed independently and ‘material’ is
removed (orange area) from Sb, the sub-domain subjected to compression. This sub-domain is ‘retracted’. (c) New FL L′0 is
defined by the boundary of the retracted sub-domain, S′b, that is now submitted to tension. (d) Each sub-domain is deformed
so that L0 ∈ Sa and L′0 ∈ S′b coincide with Lt .

mations only can be applied to these handles. Besides,
they use the Linear Rotation Invariant (LRI) coordinates
of Lipman et al. [32] to compute the deformation, which
is better suited for organic shapes than for man-made
ones. To keep the interaction intuitive while preserving
the initial shape, Zhou et al. [54] proposed a two-step
deformation. First, a deformation using a Laplacian or
an As-Rigid-As-Possible (ARAP)-based method [46] is
computed. Then, they compute a second minimization,
with the energy of Eigensatz et al. [15, 14] which takes
the discrete curvature into account. However, the use of
discrete curvature might be sensitive to the mesh qual-
ity, which could be a downside when using industrial
meshes.

To improve the surface deformations with curvature
distribution adapted to man-made objects, physically-
based deformations [46, 8, 9, 30, 39, 31] provide the
user with the handle metaphor, while enabling to moni-
tor the stiffness distribution of the mechanical medium
associated with the surface. Pernot et al. [39] proposed
a membrane-like behavior restricted to tensile configu-
rations, requiring additional stiffness monitoring and in-
vestigations regarding its behavior under large displace-
ments. ARAP methods brought the description of finite
rotations involved in membrane-like behaviors under
large displacements. Stiffness distribution has emerged
as an issue with approaches from [9, 30, 53, 31, 11].
Among them, the proposal of Le Vaou et al. [30]
to monitor stiffness through the use of an anisotropic

material with the ARAP-spokes and rims (ARAP-s&r)
method of Chao et al. [8] produces a satisfactory control
of discrete curvature distribution.

However, the mechanical behavior of all these
methods becomes inappropriate under specific loading
configurations. Typically, membrane-like models, as
discussed above, exhibit a buckling behavior under
compression loading, producing bulging shapes, which
is not desirable from an aesthetic standpoint. FL
modification using these methods suffers from the
same problem, in particular if the modification takes
place “on" the surface (see Figure 2b). Consequently,
more suited surface domain settings and loadings are
required to process efficiently the FL modifications
prescribed by designers.

In summary, most existing shape deformation meth-
ods guided by a curve (not always a FL), deal with
off-surface TL. Methods able to deal with on-surface
TL, such as Teddy [23] or FiberMesh [36] generate
organic shapes, kind of inflated volumes, which are
inappropriate for man-made designs. Physically-based
methods, such as ARAP and its variants, are better
suited for deformations guided by FL, as long as the
deformation is off-surface, as observed through the
upcoming sections. In case of on-surface TL, the
resulting shapes are subject to unwanted buckling or
wrinkling phenomena [5, 34]. As we will investigate in
Section 3, this effect can be explained mechanically by
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the occurrence of different loading conditions on either
side of the FL, so that buckling or wrinkling naturally
occurs in compressed areas.

We introduce in this paper a new method for shape
deformation guided by a FL, which results in bulge-free
shapes on both sides of the FL, whatever the type of FL
deformations (off, on-surface). The idea is to combine
the stiffness of the physically-based deformation pro-
cess with a mesh retraction step in order to solve the
challenging bulging problem.

3 Method overview and initial
settings

3.1 Feature line modification
To achieve the modification of a FL in the context of
(possibly immersive) design reviews, we identified the
four following steps applied to a given surface mesh,
which are illustrated in detail in Figure 3:

1 - user-selection of the initial FL, noted L0;
2 - user-selection of the deformation area around L0

that sets the fixed boundary, F := ∂S, and defines
the region of interest (ROI), noted S, of the surface
mesh;

3 - definition of the TL, noted Lt ;
4 - deformation of S to match Lt . The resulting sur-

face is noted S̃.

The main contribution of this paper addresses the last
point: the deformation of S. However, for the sake of
completeness, Section 3.3 describes the processing of
items 1 and 3.

3.2 Analysis of the bulging phenomenon
and principle of the proposed ap-
proach

In order to avoid the bulging phenomenon depicted in
Figure 2b, let us analyze possible mechanical mod-
els characterizing such undulations. The underlying
structural model of ARAP-based and ASAN deforma-
tion methods is membrane-like model, i.e., a simpli-
fied model of non-linear membrane or shell, that can be
subjected to loss of tension, an instability phenomenon
that can produce wrinkles [34] or instabilities that can
lead to the buckling phenomenon [5]. In either case,
the characterization of these phenomena is not based on
a single model [5, 34, 33] and requires the access to

a stress field to set inequalities as criterion. Monitoring
wrinkles appears therefore as a topological optimization
problem [34], which is out of range for an interactive
operator, as presently required.

Another idea to prevent the bulging phenomenon
could be to act over some parameters of the deforma-
tion model associated with S to modify the membrane
stress field. Using ARAP-based and ASAN deforma-
tion methods, the available parameters would be the
material, i.e., Young’s modulus or Poisson’s ratio, the
boundary conditions or the domain shape of S. Given
the fact that boundary conditions are user-prescribed
and cannot be modified (see Figure 3a), existing com-
puter graphics approaches that prescribe Poisson’s ra-
tio [8, 30] and/or modify Young’s modulus through
anisotropy [30], do not enable to get rid of the bulging
phenomenon.

The principle of the proposed approach lies instead
in the modification of the domain shape of S. This
modification takes place through a decomposition of
S, i.e., a cut, into sub-domains (Sa and Sb, see Fig-
ure 3b). This decomposition creates freedom to modify
the shape of some sub-domain (Sb in Figure 3c) and
corrects its stress state.

3.3 Setting of L0 and Lt

Let us describe how users can define L0 and Lt into an
immersive environment.

Selection of L0 FL are considered as sharp lines only.
In our context of car body design, the input model de-
rives from a Computer Aided-Styling software, where
sharp feature lines are located at the intersection (thus at
the boundary) between some adjacent B-Spline patches.
The tessellation of the surface patches that produces
the surface mesh S results in edges that correspond
exactly to the feature lines. Consequently, they ap-
pear in S as mesh edges with a sharp dihedral angle.

The mesh topology thus ob-
tained from parametric mod-
els, and the fact that man-made
shapes are generally precisely
specified and free of noise, al-
low us to use the dihedral an-
gle θe (see inset) to detect
sharp lines. Applying the threshold procedure described
in iWires [18], we get several sets of consecutive mesh
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edges, from which the user selects one as initial FL
L0. Note that in case of other design contexts or noisy
scanned input, FL detection can be addressed by a more
robust method such as [22, 12, 49]. In all examples
shown in the paper, the FL were automatically extracted
from the models using a threshold angle of 10 degrees.

Definition of Lt As a compromise between precision
and intuition for the user, we propose to approximate
L0 with a B-Spline curve and let the user modify it by
moving its control points directly into the immersive en-
vironment, possibly combined with a curve fairing step
[16] or using [35, 48, 13]. This simple setting is consis-
tent with the approaches proposed to generate or mod-
ify curves into an immersive environment [21, 41, 4, 6].
User-friendly interaction with 3D geometry is still a
challenging task, but not addressed in the scope of this
contribution.

Once Lt is defined by the designer, we establish a
correspondence between L0 and Lt . This correspon-
dence has to be smooth enough because large variations
between the lines can produce undesirable physical phe-
nomena, as discussed in Sections 4.2. The correspond-
ing mapping projects each vertex Pi ∈ L0 orthogonally
onto Lt . Usually, this mapping ends up shortening L0
and/or Lt at their ends (see Figure 4). This is however
consistent with the fact that the extremities of L0 and
Lt are regarded as sketched and should not be taken as
hard constraints following [10]. Along the effective se-
quence of edges defining L0, we assume that the pro-
jection of every vertex Pi orthogonally to Lt is unique.

In the context of car body FL, this hypothesis is rea-
sonable because modifications have a smooth curvature
distribution and do not involve very large displacements
from L0 to Lt . Typically, for off-surface deformation,
these deformations involve point displacements of L0
up to tens of millimeters of magnitude along the sur-

Figure 4: Displacement ui: each vertex Pi ∈ L0 is projected
orthogonally onto Lt at Pt

i . Solid lines indicate the effective
definition interval of L0 and Lt . Transparent edges of L0 and
intervals of Lt are discarded when mapping L0 onto Lt .

face normal when L0 reaches several hundred millime-
ters length. Similarly, on-surface deformations involve
displacements essentially located tangential to S with
amplitudes close to 100mm when L0 reaches nearly
400mm length.

As an alternative to the projection operator, an arc-
length parameterization of Lt could be used to set a
correspondence between the vertices of L0 and Lt . If
this setting is more robust, it does not take well into ac-
count the shape changes between L0 and Lt . Indeed,
using an arc-length correspondence means that the dis-
cretization of L0 becomes independent of that of Lt and
removes the link brought by the orthogonal projection at
the risk of introducing mesh distortion that may create
wrinkles. Throughout the rest of this paper, we use the
projection operator to minimize the distortion of edges
of L0 mapped onto Lt .

Finally, this projection of Pi ∈ L0 onto Pt
i ∈ Lt de-

fines the deformation constraints ui when computing
the final surface deformation:

ui := Pt
i−Pi. (1)

3.4 “on/off-surface” FL deformation
As stated already in Section 2 and shown in [44], vari-
ational mesh editing methods perform well in case of
stretching or isometric deformations. However, in the
case of FL modifications, shape compression will natu-
rally occur and lead to undesired bulging effects (see an
example in Figure 2b).

In this section, we will characterize this shape
modification behavior by distinguishing two categories
of FL modifications, one of which is the critical
one. This distinction lets us understand and moni-
tor the underlying mechanical phenomenon, which
drives us directly to the solution we propose afterwards.

To fix some notations, let us assume that L0 enables
the division of S into two adjacent surface sub-domains,
denoted by Sa and Sb, so that S = Sa ∪Sb (see Fig-
ure 5). L0 being inside S, we artificially extend L0 up
to the border F of S. The extension of L0 is denoted L̂0
and L0 ⊂ L̂0, Sa∩Sb = L̂0 (more details in Sections 4
and 5).

Let us now distinguish two categories of FL modifi-
cations according to whether the displacements ui are
nearly orthogonal or parallel to the surface S. The rel-
ative positions of Lt and L0 with respect to S enable a
qualitative mechanical distinction as follows:
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Figure 5: Two categories of FL modification L0 into Lt . (a) off-surface deformation where displacements ui of L0 follow
approximately the average normal N: sections of Sa and Sb get elongated, (b) on-surface deformation, where displacements
ui of L0 follow approximately the average tangent T: sections of Sa get elongated, those of Sb’s undulate upon compression
whereas the designer wants to produce tensile curves.

Figure 6: An example of off-surface deformation. (a) Side view and (b) front view. Since the surface undergoes mostly
tension loads, ASAN method gives a satisfactory result.

Figure 7: on-surface TL achieved with surface deformations producing a bulging effect because of the existence of a compres-
sion loading in the area located under Lt . (a) Initial model with L0. (b) User-defined S with L0 and Lt . (c) Deformed surface
S̃ obtained with the isotropic membrane-like ARAP s&r method exhibiting a bulging effect under Lt . (d) S̃ obtained with
LRI showing non smooth curvature varying areas (circled in red). (e) S̃ obtained with anisotropic membrane-like deformation
ASAN still exhibiting a non smooth curvature varying area (circled in red) under Lt .
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• “off-surface”: Lt is said off-surface if there ex-
ists a direction N approximating the normal of S
at Pi, such that ∀i, ui u N. This configuration
is illustrated in Figure 5a. There, Sa and Sb are
subjected to similar global stress states: both are
under a tension configuration. In this case, a de-
formation method offering an appropriate stiffness
distribution, such as ASAN [30] or ARAP-n1 [9],
produces an appropriate result (see Figure 6);

• “on-surface”: Lt is on-surface if there exists a di-
rection T approximating a tangent to S at Pi, such
that ∀i, ui u T (see Figure 5b). Normal sections of
Sa and Sb alongL0 are subjected to different stress
states: sections of Sa are elongated while those
of Sb shrink, letting Sb subjected to compression
from a mechanical standpoint. In a general set-
ting, Sa and Sb can be swapped but one of them
will always be subjected to compression. A me-
chanically sound deformation method will lead to
an expected but undesirable bump because of the
compression loading applied to either side of Lt .

In summary, if the target line Lt is off-surface,
the boundary conditions are pulling both sub-domains,
whereas if the target line Lt is on-surface, compression
is likely to occur on one side of the surface.

In the configuration of on-surface modification ofL0,
increasing the stiffness of the membrane-like2 mechan-
ical model associated with S could be thought as an al-
ternative, but turns out to not give satisfying results. To
show this, we implemented state-of-the-art membrane-
like deformation methods: the basic ARAP, and vari-
ants which tend to increase stiffness, such as ARAP
s&r [8], ARAP-n [9] and ASAN [30], as well as LRI
[32]. The bump reduces but does not disappear (see
Figure 7). ARAP-n [9] exhibits some bulging effect
nearLt that cannot be removed, even with a large vertex
neighborhood, i.e., n > 20, (see Section 6). Turning the
membrane-like model into an effective shell-like3 could
be part of a solution but at the increase of complexity
and processing time. As a result, on-surface deforma-
tion of L0 requires specific processing.

The proposed method preserves the membrane-like
model but modifies the compression loading so that it

1The extension of ARAP-spokes&rims [8] proposed by Chen et
al. noted here ARAP-n.

2Membrane-like mechanical models include all the variational
surface deformation models [46, 8, 9, 30, 31, 52].

3Shell-like mechanical models require Finite Element simulations
with volume elements.

turns into a traction loading. Because the mechanical
stress states on each side of Lt are different, we pro-
cess Sa and Sb separately. Let us denote in the rest of
the paper by Sa the side subjected to tension loading,
which does not require specific processing. We apply
a pre-processing step, a mesh retraction, to the surface
part Sb under compression, so that the on-surface FL
modification finally acts as a traction loading on both
sides.

3.5 Algorithm overview (ASAN-FL)
Our goal is to propose a mesh deformation method that
is able to deform a feature line L0 while performing
well for man-made free-form shapes. More particularly,
the deformation method should preserve the visual as-
pect of the feature line, i.e. the initial dihedral angle
along L0. For off-surface configurations, ASAN [30] is
able to do so. For on-surface configurations, we pro-
pose a custom treatment to solve the bulging effect, be-
fore deforming the mesh to meet the target line Lt .

Our algorithm, called ASAN for Feature Lines
(ASAN-FL) composes of the following steps (see Fig-
ure 8):

• Determine whether Lt is on or off-
surface;

• If Lt is off-surface, simply apply
ASAN on S;

• If Lt is on-surface, determine which
side of the ROI is under compression,
and apply the following steps:

1. Extend L0 until the border F of
the ROI to become L̂0;

2. Divide S into two surface parts:
Sa (under tension) and Sb (under
compression);

3. As it is under tension, apply di-
rectly surface deformation (ASAN)
to Sa;

4. Apply the surface retraction step
to remove material from Sb. The
resulting surface S′b is now under
tension loading;

5. Apply surface deformation (ASAN)
to S′b;

6. Merge resulting S̃a and S̃′b, to

obtain S̃;
7. If needed, restore tangent plane

discontinuity along Lt similar to
L0.

8
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Figure 8: The steps of ASAN-FL. When Lt is on-surface,
S is divided into two regions Sa and Sb. (1) L0 is extended
to (2) distinguish Sa (under tension) from Sb (under compres-
sion). (3) ASAN deformation is applied to Sa. (4) To allow
the surface to be subjected to traction loading, the retraction
step is applied to Sb before applying ASAN deformation (5).
(7) a complementary ASAN deformation can be applied to
restore the normal discontinuity along L0.

The next section describes our mesh retraction
method of step 4 as the key ingredient of our algorithm.
The other steps of our algorithm are then presented in
Section 5.

4 Mesh retraction
Let us consider the reference case where Sb is subject
to compression loading (see Section 3.4), we propose
to modify Sb using a “material" removal principle that
produces S ′b, so that when S ′b deforms to meet Lt , S ′b
is subjected to a traction loading. Figure 3 summarizes
this process.

Such virtual material removal could be obtained in
different ways. To remove material from Sb and ob-
tain a surface S ′b under tension loading, one straight-
forward possibility would be to cut-off some mesh ele-
ments, where Lt projects onto Sb. However, a projec-
tion may not be robust on free-form surfaces. Moreover,
the cutting operator modifies the sequence of edges at
the boundary of Sb, requiring a remeshing process that
can introduce side-effects during the deformation pro-
cess. We therefore implement a mesh sliding method,
which preserves the initial mesh topology while remov-
ing material (by reducing the surface area) to produce
S ′b.

Criteria for an appropriate transformation of Sb
The desired process is set up using the following preser-
vation criteria:

(c1) Shape preservation: to avoid introducing un-
wanted shape irregularities during mesh transfor-
mation;

(c2) Topology preservation: to ease the merge of S̃a
and S̃ ′b along Lt after the deformation process of
Sa and S ′b;

(c3) Symmetry preservation: to preserve, if applicable,
mesh ROI symmetry properties.

Sliding method As a starting point, we chose the
sliding method proposed by Pinskiy [40], which en-
ables mesh vertices to slide over the polygonal surface
while keeping its initial visual aspect. This approach is
well-suited as it is shape and topology preserving (cri-
teria c1, c2) without requiring global parameterization
and remeshing. However, Pinskiy’s method only works
pointwise, whereas we need to process the whole FL to

9
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Figure 9: (a) The sliding moves P towards a point Q
while staying onM. (b) To obtain the slid position P′,
use Ψ, the local tangent space of P where Q is projected
into QΨ. (c) P′ is located into F using the barycentric
coordinates of QΨ wrt. FΨ.

Figure 10: (Top) Pinskiy [40] defines an active area
around P that gathers every vertex P j within a radius
Rmax of P. (Bottom) Point P and points P j in the active
area slide to their new position (resp. P′ and P′j).

be slid. In the following, we explain why using this slid-
ing method sequentially for all mesh vertices on L0 is
not a good alternative in our context. We rather propose
an extension of Pinkiy’s method, where all vertices are
slid simultaneously in order to meet all criteria.

4.1 Sliding of a point P towards a point P′

For convenience, let us briefly recall here the main steps
of Pinskiy’s method. In this explanation, let us noteM
the surface mesh. The purpose of Pinskiy’s method is to
slide a surface point P ∈M over the surfaceM under
a prescribed 3D displacement u of P, Q := P+u (see
Figure 9(a)). The goal is not only to compute the des-
tination point P′ ∈M but also to compute a consistent
and intuitive sliding for all vertices in a certain neigh-
borhood, in order to keep the mesh free of overfoldings.
Pinskiy proposed the following steps:

• define a tangent plane Ψ at P;
• project the point Q orthogonaly onto Ψ, which de-

fines QΨ and a displacement uΨ (see Fig. 9(b));
• starting from P, the neighboring faces are locally

parameterized in Ψ, until the face FΨ containing
QΨ is found (see Fig. 9(c));

• compute the barycentric coordinates of QΨ with
respect to FΨ;

• use these coordinates from FΨ with respect to the
corresponding face F ofM to compute P′ ∈M.

Active area around P Pinskiy then defines an active
area around this principal vertex P within a region ra-
dius Rmax in 3D, in order to determine its neighboring
sliding vertices P j (see Figure 10). The displacement
magnitudes of P j decrease with their distance to P using
a non-linear decreasing damping function. This active
area ensures that vertices P j around the principal vertex
P are slid consistently. A complete description can be
found in [40].

4.2 Sequential sliding
Sliding of a whole polyline In our setting, we need to
slide not only a single vertex P but all the vertices Pi of
the polyline L̂0. When applying ASAN to Sa (see step
3 in Fig. 8), we deform L0 to match Lt . The deformed
version of L̂0 on Sa is the extension of Lt and noted
L̂t . L̂t is the target of the sliding process applied to L̂0.

10
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Figure 11: Effects of the sequential sliding and the retraction on an industrial example. (a) Initial setting with L0, Lt and the
sub-domain Sb ⊂ S. (b) S′b obtained with the sequential sliding. The orange area indicates the area covered by the successive
areas of influence where vertices locations get modified. (c) S′b produced by the retraction process. The orange area indicates
the mesh area where mesh vertices are slid.

Figure 12: Effect of the sequential sliding and the retraction on an academic example extracted from a chess part. (a) Initial
setting withL0 and the initial sub-domain that is close to axi-symmetry. (b) The user-prescribed position ofLt and the resulting
domain obtained with the sequential sliding. The orange area indicates the area covered by the successive areas of influence
where vertices locations get modified. The resulting domain loses the near axi-symmetric property of the initial domain. (c)
Result produced by the retraction process. The orange area indicates the mesh area where mesh vertices are slid. The retracted
domain is still close to axi-symmetry.

We thus need to slide the vertices Pi of L̂0 towards their
corresponding vertices Pt

i ∈ L̂t .
This prescription is justified by the fact that the dis-

placements of vertices along L̂0 in Sa are subjected to
its mechanical deformation, a physical phenomenon of
same type as the one that will be applied later to the slid
surface S ′b. This is ensuring a high quality continuity
across the common boundary of S̃a and S̃ ′b.

The prescribed displacements are therefore given by
ui = Pt

i − P′i. The slid points are noted P′i ∈ Sb and
belong to L′0, the slid location of L̂0, which forms the
boundary of S ′b (see Fig. 8).

Sequential sliding A first possibility would be to ap-
ply the displacement of each vertex Pi ∈ L̂0 sequentially
along L̂0. However, the active area around Pi incorpo-
rates vertices Pk that belong to L̂0 as well. When Pk
becomes the principal vertex, its displacement uk has to
be updated into unew

k to take into account the new posi-
tion Pnew

k . The sliding is then computed with the new

prescribed displacement unew
k :

unew
k = Pt

k−Pnew
k .

After processing all the points of L̂0 under a given Rmax,
a surface S ′b is produced that lies inside Sb. S ′b is a slid
version of Sb and is subjected to a tension stress state
when applying the ASAN deformation.

Limitations of the sequential sliding This sequen-
tial approach faces several limitations. Firstly, the use
of an active area means that one must define its radius
Rmax. In [40], Pinskiy considers the specific context of
character animation: he thus lets the rigger, who pre-
pares the model for the animator, define the appropriate
active area radii. However, our context requires an au-
tomatic definition of the extent of the sliding on Sb to
preserve the intuitiveness of the FL adjustment. In par-
ticular, the sliding process must take into account F ,
the ROI boundary (possibly close to Lt ) to avoid mov-
ing vertices outside the ROI.

11
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Figure 13: The projection Pp of P on Lt defines a direction
vpro j , combined with the normal N at P to define the plane
ΠP. Then, the intersection of ΠP with the boundary of Sb
defines the point PL0 along L̂0 and PF along Fb.

Moreover, this sequential sliding is obviously order-
dependent, and the displacements of Pk ∈ L̂0 add up
throughout this sliding process, possibly producing un-
wanted accumulations of vertices and hence, mesh dis-
tortions. We applied this sequential sliding to two ex-
amples, a real world example and an academic one,
where artefacts, such as unwanted accumulations in
Figure 11(b) and loss of ROI symmetry in 12(b) can
be observed.

From a mechanical standpoint, the sequential sliding
may face difficulties regarding the underlying stress-
strain fields of some ARAP or ASAN-based deforma-
tion. Indeed, Figure 11 shows that the slid configuration
of L̂0 may deviate from Lt significantly enough to cre-
ate unbalanced stress states, creating wiggles on S ′b as
depicted in Figure 20(g). As a result, it is important that
the modification process of Sb produces a boundary of
S ′b that stays as close as possible to Lt .

4.3 Retraction of Sb into S ′b
Rather than sliding sequentially each vertex Pi ∈ L̂0
and its active area, which creates dependencies through
overlapping active areas, a better solution would be to
compute the displacement of all vertices of Sb simulta-
neously and homogeneously, according to their distance
to the boundary of Sb, noted ∂Sb. This sliding process

is called retraction and uses L̂t as set in Section 4.2.
∂Sb is decomposed into two polylinesFb and the pre-

viously defined L̂0 such that (see Figure 13):

Fb = Sb∩F and ∂Sb = Fb∪L̂0.

Then, considering an arbitrary point P of Sb, the idea
is to slide P with a large displacement if P is close to
L̂0 and a small one when P gets close to Fb. Therefore,
we propose to weight the displacement of each vertex
P in accordance with the distances of P to L̂0 and Fb,
respectively. Since these displacements will shrink Sb,
we call this method the retraction of Sb into S ′b.

Computing the displacements uP Firstly, let us con-
sider that the curve Lt is extended at its extremities with
its tangents. P ∈ Sb is projected orthogonaly onto Lt as
Pp (see Figure 13). Then, Pp and P set the projection
direction vpro j as:

vpro j =
Pp−P
||Pp−P||

, (2)

The plane ΠP is defined by (vpro j,N) where N is the
unit normal of Sb at P. Extending Lt with its tangents
is a means to ensure the existence of Pp for every P. Sb
is subjected to the following hypothesis:

(H) The set of curves CP = ΠP∩Sb, ∀P ∈ Sb,
has no intersection.

This hypothesis is a major one to prevent displacements
uP to generate overfoldings of the retracted surface S ′b.
Commonly, (H) holds because Sb is smoothly varying
and is close to a cylindrical or planar area. Further, Lt
is close to Sb (“on"-surface TL) and smoothly varying
too. Then, ΠP is the normal plane of Lt at Pp. This
is heading toward a curvature centre of Lt far from Sb,
which is a property enforcing the non intersection of the
curves CP.

Secondly, let us define the following points, PL0
(resp. PF ) as the intersection points between ΠP and
L̂0 (resp. Fb), as shown in Figure 13:

PL0 = ΠP∩L̂0 and PF = ΠP∩Fb.

The existence of PL0 and PF is enforced by construc-
tion of Sb, bounded by L̂0 andFb, and by (H). However,
there may be areas of Sb where either PL0 or PF does
not exist. In this case, uP = 0.

Regarding the uniqueness of PL0 and PF , the con-
tours of the ROI usually originate from a smooth move-
ment of the designer around Lt and when ΠP moves
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Figure 14: Euclidean distances between P and PL0 and P,
respectively, define the displacement uP of P.

along the vertices of L̂0, PL0 and PF are found unique
(see Figure 8). However, Sb can get more complex (see
Figure 16(b)) and lead to multiple solutions for PF in
particular. In this setting, the solution closest to P is
chosen. Such complex configurations of Sb express dis-
continuities of the distances to P. Anyhow, as long as
these discontinuities are far enough from L̂0, they have
no significant impact on S ′b.

Finally, the following Euclidean distances (shown in
Fig. 14) are defined:

distL0 = ||PL0 −P|| and distF = ||PF −P||

to set the weight λ:

λ =
distF

distL0 +distF
, (3)

taking values in the interval [0,1]. As a result, we define
the displacement uP such that:

uP = λu0,

where u0 is the displacement prescribed at PL0 . The
closer P is to L̂0, the closer λ is to one, which ensures
that P gets as close as possible to Lt . To define u0, we

use the displacements of Pi and Pi+1, the extremities
of the edge of L̂0 where PL0 is located. We take the
barycentric coordinate α ∈ [0,1] of PL0 on [Pi,Pi+1]:

u0 = αui +(1−α)ui+1.

If the intersection curve between Sb and ΠP reduces
to a line segment, the weight λ reduces to a linearly
decreasing function wrt to the location of P along that
segment. Further, under these circumstances, it can be
shown that the sliding of any point P is a monotonous
decreasing function of its distance wrt to PL0 . This
property illustrates that all the slid points associated
with PL0 cannot fold over each other along CP. This
property combines with (H) to ensure that every slid
point P′ preserves the same neighbors as those of P.

Once the sliding of each vertex P ∈ Sb is computed,
we obtain the retracted surface mesh S ′b whose bound-
ary is as close as possible to Lt to ensure a tension load-
ing during its deformation process under ASAN.

Advantages of the retraction The computation of
each uP is no longer order-dependent: it can be per-
formed in a single loop for every P ∈ Sb. Moreover,
if the initial mesh presents symmetry properties and L0
and Lt follow these properties as well, then the retrac-
tion preserves these properties (criterion c3) as shown
in Figure 12(c). Thus, it satisfies all three criteria.
The retraction process produces a boundary L′0 that is
smoother than that of the sequential sliding (see Fig-
ure 11(c)), L′0 stays close to Lt and can avoid the occur-
rence of wiggles in S̃b. Further, the described retrac-
tion process is able to handle complex domains, possi-
bly with internal constraints (see Figure 16).

In the remaining of our work, the retraction of Sb into
S ′b is thus used as a pre-processing step in our deforma-
tion pipeline, defined for the configurations where the
Lt is on-surface.

5 ASAN for Feature Lines
(ASAN-FL)

In the previous section, the retraction process has been
described in details. This process corresponds to the
step 4 of our ASAN-FL deformation. Let us now briefly
come back to the remaining steps of our ASAN-FL de-
formation as enumerated in Section 3.5 and illustrated
in Figure 8.
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Detection of on/off-surface configurations The dis-
tinction of FL modification categories on- or off-surface
(see Section 3.4) is based on loadings, which derive
from the relative displacements from L0 to Lt along S.
On the one hand, such displacements may vary along
L0 when Lt undulates around L0, resulting into a sub-
set of L0 subjected to traction and another one to com-
pression. On the other hand, the dihedral angle alongL0
must be preserved as much as possible (see Section 3.5),
which can be efficiently achieved with ASAN without
retraction for off-surface configurations. As a result,
one has to decide between the domain decomposition
required for on-surface processing and the off-surface
processing without such a decomposition. As a first
step, we use the following heuristic to detect whether
Lt is on- or off -surface.

We define L0 as off-surface if more than half of its
edges undergoes a displacement u that can be charac-
terized locally as off-surface as follows. Let u := (ui +
ui+1)/2 be the displacement (1) of the edge PiPi+1 ∈L0
and let us use the indices α and β to designate quantities
on each side of L0. Then, let uNα

= ui ·Nα the normal
component, and uTα

the in-plane component with re-
spect to the neighboring triangle Fα of the edge PiPi+1
(analogous setting for Fβ). This edge is counted as
off-surface into the set Eo f f if uNα

.uNβ
> 0 and either

|uNα
| > |uTα

| or |uNβ
| > |uTβ

|. Finally, we consider that
Lt is off-surface when:

lo f f

lL0

>
1
2
,

where lo f f = ∑ j∈Eo f f
||P jP j+1|| and lL0 =

∑
n−1
i=1 ||PiPi+1||. At the opposite, if L0 is on-surface, the

processing pipeline with steps 1 to 7 of our approach
summarized in Section 3.5 is applied with the following
details.

5.1 Extension of L0 and (Step 1)
As seen in Section 3.4, the ROI S is likely to be sub-
jected to different mechanical loadings on each side of
L0. Thus, we need to treat each side separately. How-
ever, it happens frequently that L0 does not have any
intersection with the ROI border F . In order to clearly
distinguish each side, S must be partitioned and, as a
first step, we extend L0 up to F . We therefore define,
at each extremity P of L0, the normal plane Π contain-
ing the tangent to L0 at P and the normal vector to S.
We then compute the intersection point Q between Π

and F . Using Dijkstra’s algorithm, we find the shortest
path of mesh edges in S that extends L0 from P to Q.
Extending L0 at each of its extremities defines L̂0.

5.2 Cutting of the ROI into Sa and Sb and
setting of Sb (Step 2)

Given L̂0, we get a sequence of edges crossing S and
intersecting F twice, thus defining two adjacent sub-
domains Sa and Sb. Duplicating the vertices and edges
of L̂0 enables the separation of Sa and Sb while pre-
serving their compatibility for a subsequent merge.

To set one side of L0 as Sb, i.e., the compressed
side, let us consider the projections uTα

, uTβ
, previ-

ously computed for ith edge of L0. Let sα =∑
n−1
j=1 |uTα j |,

sβ = ∑
n−1
j=1 |uTβ j |, quantify the deviation of Lt measured

along the sides α and β, respectively. Then, as another
heuristic, max(sα,sβ) lets us identify the side where the
compression is prominent. We note the corresponding
part Sb, while Sa is the part under a tension loading.

5.3 Surface deformation (ASAN) on Sa
(Step 3)

As Sa is under traction loading, we can apply the
physical-based deformation method ASAN straightfor-
wardly. Now, the purpose is to set the ASAN deforma-
tion parameters appropriately. ASAN requires two pa-
rameters (µ,do) to characterize the anisotropy of the de-
formation domain. µ sets the ratio of the Young’s mod-
uli and, following [30], it is assigned µ = 100 over the
sub-domains. do defines the orthotropy direction. Con-
trary to [30], we do not have here a unique user-defined
displacement of the handle, instead we use the displace-
ments ui computed for the vertices of L0 (see eq. (1))
to define a direction of orthotropy by do =

∑i ui
||∑i ui||

. This
setting completes the ASAN parameter definition on Sa

to obtain S̃a.

5.4 Surface deformation (ASAN) on S ′b
(Step 5)

After the retraction, since the vertices of L0 have slid,
they are part of the new polyline L′0. L′0 still remains
on the surface Sb and must be mapped onto L̂t . To do
so, we compute new displacements u′i := Pt

i−P′i corre-
sponding to weights λ = 1, as described in Section 4.3.
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Figure 15: (a) ΠP is the plane normal to L0 at a point P.
(b) Intersection curves of Sa and Sb in ΠP. Sa has a slowly
varying curvature near L0 and has no crease while Sb has a
rapidly varying curvature creating a crease. (c) A setup where
the visual sharpness has been lost.

The anisotropy direction do is then defined according to
u′i by do =

∑i u′i
||∑i u′i ||

.

5.5 Merging of the deformation results
(Step 6)

Once Sa and S ′b have been deformed, we need to “sew”

their results S̃a and S̃b
′
to recover the initial topology of

S. Since we initially duplicated the vertices along L̂0 to
obtain Sa and Sb, and that we prescribed compatible
target locations as described at Section 5.3, we guaran-
tee a C0 continuity of the resulting surface S̃ across Lt .
Given that L0 was initially defined as a sharp line with
C0 continuity, we do not seek for a higher continuity
once S̃a and S̃b are merged within our design review
context.

5.6 Normal correction along Lt (Step 7)

As a result of the deformation process, the visual sharp-
ness of the TL may attenuate (see Figure 21). Where
this happens, its visual aspect perceived by the user (e.g.
a designer) as a modification of shades along Lt , is di-
rectly linked to the dihedral angle initially associated
with each edge along L0. This crease, due to a rapid
curvature variation on one side, must be considered as
a distinctive feature of the FL (see Figures 15(a), (b)).
Preserving it increases the quality of the deformed sur-
face S̃.

To this end, let us consider the case where the crease
is located on Sb (see Figure 15). Then, its deformation,
and more particularly the retraction step, can strongly
modify the dihedral angle along L̂0. The ’material re-
moval’ principle of the retraction can indeed wipe out
the crease from S ′b. For example, if the dihedral angle
becomes too small in S̃, the TL will disappear as S̃ will
appear smooth. Such a configuration requires an addi-
tional deformation step in order to transfer the initial
dihedral angle along L0 onto Lt .

This complementary deformation is ASAN-based
and applied to S̃b

′
by adding the following boundary

conditions. For each edge along Lt , we keep fix its
neighboring triangular face belonging to Sa and apply a
rigid body rotation to the its adjacent face located into
S̃b
′
, in order to restore the initial dihedral angle at this

edge. Then, we apply an ASAN deformation to S̃b
′

by
taking the vertices of the rotated faces as boundary con-
dition. A similar technique was used in [7] in order to
prescribe C1 continuity across patch boundaries. The
resulting deformation enables the recovery of the visual
aspect of the initial FL (see Figure 21 for an applica-
tion). A complementary classification of feature lines is
given in Appendix A.

6 Results

The results illustrate various examples of FL modifica-
tions on an industrial car body and on a well known
mechanical part, the fandisk. All examples focus on
on-surface configurations since off-surface ones have
already been illustrated in Section 3.4 with Figure 6.

A detailed comparison with state-of-the-art methods
will be presented. Among all membrane-like deforma-
tion methods, we have implemented 3 methods known
for exhibiting a stiffening effect [8, 9, 30], a useful
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property when dealing with man-made shapes. Let us
give a quick reminder of the chosen methods. ARAP-
s&r [8] sets a reference behavior of a membrane-like
non linear mechanical model taking into account finite
rotations. ASAN [30] is based on ARAP-s&r with an
additional anisotropic material to produce directional
stiffness. ARAP-n [9], an extension of ARAP-s&r, en-
ables the comparison with ASAN-FL. The extension is
based on the vertex neighborhood used to compute lo-
cal rotations and acts as a means to stiffen the structure.
Here, n characterizes the n-neighborhood of a vertex
used to compute local rotations and strain energy. Also,
LRI [32] is used for comparison with a geometric de-
formation approach that handles finite rotations, shar-
ing similarities with the non linear mechanical model
and extended to take into account a line modification.

The results have been obtained using a C++ applica-
tion, based on LibIGL [25] open source library and the
appropriate incorporation of the aforementioned defor-
mation methods.

6.1 Analysis and validation

Analysis of the final shape S̃ through various meth-
ods Let us start by showing the robustness and effi-
ciency of the sliding mechanism with large displace-
ments between L0 and Lt in Figures 16, 19 and 20.

The first example in Figure 16 simulates the tape-
based modification of designers as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. To this end, Lt is defined as a spline curve ly-
ing on S so that it matches precisely the configuration
on-surface and follows the criteria of Section 5. Fig-
ure 16(a) shows the input domain, the ROI F drawn by
the user (red) and the FL selected (green) together with
the TL (blue). The top row depicts shaded surfaces of S
and S̃. The bottom row shows maps of discrete Gaus-
sian curvature sign of the corresponding meshes. Fig-
ure 16(a)-bottom serves as reference.

The result of ARAP-s&r in Figure 16(b) highlights a
lack of stiffness and significant curvature sign changes.

The stiffening effect of the orthotropic material de-
fined in ASAN appears in Figure 16(c) but the bulging
effect is clearly present (left part of Lt ). This is validat-
ing the need for the retraction process.

ARAP-n in Figure 16(d) is applied globally over S
without retraction. It requires a large vertex neighbor-
hood n to obtain a stiffness effect global enough. S̃
looks quite satisfactory. However, a close up near Lt
(see Figure 17) shows that increasing n does not:

• completely remove the bulging effect near Lt but
merely shrinks it. This is highlighted in Fig-
ure 17(a) where a clipping plane has been used to
analyze S̃ and the corresponding clipping polyline
exhibits a small edge near Lt . This is characteris-
tic of a bulging effect squashed along Lt and this
small edge belongs to a triangle squashed along
Lt ;

• produce a satisfactory discrete Gaussian curvature
sign map. The bulged and squashed area analyzed
in Figure 17(a) generates a small sharp ridge that
is slightly visible in Figure 17(b), (area A). Addi-
tionally, small undulations appear near F , along
the symmetry plane (area B) as highlighted when
looking at the sign map of the entire hood.

Finally, ASAN-FL in Figure 16(e) illustrates the ef-
ficiency of the retraction process, removing the surface
bulging and preserving the Gaussian curvature sign dis-
tribution as expected everywhere within the ROI. Fur-
ther, mesh triangles in S̃b are not distorted under the re-
traction and deformation processes, which confirms the
quality of the shape produced by ASAN-FL. There is no
crease on Sb, so that no normal correction is required.

The second example in Figure 18 is a variant of the
previous configuration, where Lt is more regular and
slightly above the surface S. It is still identified as an
on-surface configuration that exhibits a bulging phe-
nomenon under ASAN deformation. Also, ARAP-n
contains similar artefacts as those observed in the previ-
ous case, particularly visible at the top extremity of Lt .
ASAN-FL performs correctly again in this case.

Results on a mechanical part Figure 19 shows an-
other comparison between ARAP-n and ASAN-FL.
Here again there is no crease on Sb, thus no normal cor-
rection is needed, which enables a precise comparison
of the results. Both methods give similar global results
(see Fig. 19(b) and (d)) and, at first sight, both visually
satisfying. However, with ARAP-n, a high value of n is
needed to minimize surface bulging, which leads to de-
generated triangles along Lt when taking a closer look
at this area (Fig. 19(c)). Indeed, one can see that the
compression taking place in Sb forms a bump, or a fold,
near Lt , which is not acceptable and confirms the obser-
vation made in Figure 17. Such a behavior can be cor-
related with the bulging effect observed near the handle
H in examples of Le Vaou et al. [30] that is inherent to
ARAP-n with large neighborhoods.
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Figure 16: FL modification on the hood of a car body. Top row: shaded surfaces of S̃ (b–e), bottom row: maps of discrete
Gaussian curvature sign.

Figure 17: ARAP-n results detailed analysis. (a) Close up along the ridge of the TL showing the existence of squashed
triangles along Lt as part of a bulging effect that is minimized but not removed. (b) Discrete Gaussian curvature sign map
showing small undulations close to the symmetry plane of the hood.

Thanks to the retraction step, our method behaves
better (Fig. 19(d)) and yields a more homogeneous de-
formation along Lt (Fig. 19(e)), with a progressive de-
formation of the triangle shapes in Sb near Lt . Also,
Figure 19(e) shows that ASAN-FL preserves well the
flatness of Sb, as depicted by the orthogonal sections
(thick parallel polylines). The result of ASAN-FL is
thus satisfying, and shows the interest of relying on a
mechanical behavior that can be analyzed and under-
stood.

Additionally, note that the flatness of Sb is preserved
by S̃b without requiring additional constraints contrary
to [44, 10]. Indeed, the orthotropy direction do and
the large value of µ (related to the Young’s moduli)
provided by ASAN, (see step 3 in Sect. 5.3), yield this
shape preserving behavior.

Retraction efficiency In Figures 20 and 21, we ex-
amine in more details the efficiency of the retraction
method using another industrial example. The FL is
particularly challenging to modify because of its prox-
imity to the wheel arch and the narrow elongated shape

of the ROI. Also, Sb presents a crease along L0 high-
lighted in Figure 21(a) and normal correction is re-
quired to restore the shaded area under the TL. This
correction is solely applied to ASAN-FL with retraction
(see Figure 20(h)).

ARAP-s&r result is shown in Figure 20(b) as refer-
ence for membrane-like deformation behaviour. LRI
in Figure 20(c) behaves better than ARAP-s&r in the
sense that it reduces significantly the surface bulging,
taking advantage of its ability to handle finite rotations.
But undulations remain (circled area) and there is no
physical interpretation to be used to modify LRI and try
to remove them. ARAP-n results in Figure 20(d) are
produced with a value of n high enough to stiffen the
surface. Note that the chosen value (n = 40) covers the
whole ROI: increasing this value would not improve the
deformation behavior. However, even with this maxi-
mal possible value, artefacts remain at the extremity of
Lt and near the boundary of the ROI, as circled on Fig-
ure 20(d).

Then, variants of ASAN are used in three configura-
tions (see Figures 20(f,g,h)). Figure 20(f) shows that
the anisotropic stiffening effect of ASAN alone does
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Figure 18: FL modification on the hood of the car model with a variant of Lt of Figure 16.

Figure 19: FL modification on the fandisk model. (a) Initial model and constraints applied to the ROI: L0, Lt and F . If the
result of ARAP-n is visually satisfying (b), this method produces degenerated triangles along Lt , as shown in (c), thus creating
a slight bump. This is shown where the sections (parallel thick lines) are broken near the TL. For ASAN-FL, we separate Sa
(in tension) from Sb (in compression) and apply the retraction on Sb. The result of ASAN-FL (d) is visually satisfying, and
preserves the flatness of the surface, as shown in (e) where the sections are straight, as well as the quality of the mesh.

indeed reduce but not remove bulging, as explained
at Section 3.4. The sequential sliding, used as a pre-
processing step (see Sect. 4.2 and Fig. 11), does not
give a satisfying result either. The too large sliding
amplitude around the extremities of L′0 and the lack
of smoothness of L′0 causes indeed mechanical plies
where the surface is stretched, as indicated on Figure
20(g) with circled area and the line indicating the ply
direction. However, this behavior indicates a physical
phenomenon that can be interpreted and analyzed to be
removed with a smoother boundary of S ′b.

Finally, when using the retraction (with simultane-
ous vertex sliding), the boundary L′0 of S ′b becomes
smoother (see Figure 11(c)) and gets closer to Lt . This
setting reduces the stretching of S ′b to S̃b

′
and ho-

mogenizes the strains in S̃b
′

up to the removal of the
plies, which produces a satisfactory result shown in Fig-
ure 20(h).

Preservation of the FL’s visual aspect The normal
correction process is illustrated in Figure 21 with an
example where Sb contains a crease near L0. With-
out normal correction, one observes in Figure 21(b) that

the visual perception of L0 fades away along Lt . This
phenomenon is directly deriving from the principle of
material removal of the retraction, because the highly
curved area near existing in Sb near L0 may vanish in
S ′b near L′0, thus calling for the correction process.

6.2 Performances

The goal was to achieve interactive performance rates,
allowing the use of our algorithm in an immersive sys-
tem. We set the computation time of the ASAN method
as a reference to better see the impact of the ROI cutting
and the computation of the retraction step. The com-
putation times were obtained on an Intel(R) Core(TM)
i5-4210U @1.70GHz.

We compare in Figure 22 the computation time of
ASAN (dark blue) and of ASAN-FL. The results are
ordered from smallest to largest ROI sizes, detailed in
the figure caption. Regarding ASAN-FL, we divided
the time dedicated to the computation of the deforma-
tion (light blue) and the retraction (orange). Since in
ASAN-FL, the deformation is computed on each part
(Sa and Sb both smaller than the ROI), the deformation
steps are quicker and the overall time dedicated to the
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Figure 20: Modification of a FL above the wheel arch. (a) Initial model and (e) ROI with constraints L0, F and Lt . Results
with: ARAP-s&r (b), LRI (c), ARAP-n (d), ASAN (f), ASAN-FL with sequential sliding (g) (here, L′0 is not smooth enough
near its extremities (cf Fig. 11(b)), which creates plies that are not acceptable), ASAN-FL with retraction and normal correction
(h) (sliding is more homogeneous (cf. Fig. 11(c)), plies disappear, producing a satisfactory result).

deformation is less than for the ASAN deformation.
The retraction time stays in the same order of magni-

tude but seems to increase with the size of the ROI. Fig-
ure 23 shows that the retraction time evolves quadrati-
cally wrt the number of vertices.

7 Discussion
The results demonstrate the prominence of aesthetic is-
sues on the evaluation of shape quality. If the maps
of Gaussian discrete curvature (see Figure 16) has ap-
peared as a valuable evaluation criterion for the com-
parison of deformation methods, it could serve as well
for deriving a criterion for an automated detection of
crease bends requiring normal correction along the re-
sulting feature line. For now, and because it is coherent
in a modification (not a creation) context, similar shapes
were chosen for Lt and L0 in our examples. However,
since the physical behavior of the ASAN model is pre-
dictable, the method could be adapted to handle more
complex configurations. For example, cases with Lt
‘zigzagging’ aroundL0 could be handled with the appli-
cation of the retraction process on both sides ofL0. Fur-
ther, large shape differences between L0 and Lt could
create more bulging phenomena along different direc-
tions, which is calling for further developments of the
proposed approach.

It may happen that S̃ lacks smoothness at the extrem-
ities of Lt when normal correction is applied. Lt is

user-defined and must be regarded as an approximation
of the desirable solution, as pointed out by Cheutet et
al. [10], rather than a hard constraint. Consequently,
the extremity of the feature line on the resulting sur-
face, which is a cone singularity, should slide along
Lt to generate a smoother surface whenever possible.
This aspect is related to the continuity across the result-
ing surface parts S̃a and S̃b

′
along the extension of Lt .

Raising the C0 continuity here is left for another future
contribution.

Also, this improvement on continuity conditions
could help unify the processing of on/off configura-
tions. Currently, applying the surface decomposition
and the retraction on off -surface configurations is not
relevant, because they are processed faster and their
deformed domain is intrinsically smoother than on-
surface ones. Preserving such smoothness after domain
decomposition, and combining it with the improvement
described in the above paragraph, requires further con-
tribution. This would lead however, to the unification
of on/off configurations and enable the removal of the
heuristic that currently distinguishes them.

Similarly, functional constraints could be added to
monitor some shape features of S, such as preservation
of planar or cylindrical areas [10, 44], which are of im-
portance for man-made objects. However, it has been
observed that ASAN-FL is already giving some equiv-
alence with functional constraints setting a fixed area,
planar areas, or preserving a symmetry plane (when the
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Figure 21: Normal correction process. For each sub-figure, a 3D view is displayed on the top and an annotated close-up, with

vertical section, at the bottom. (a) Initial ROI. (b) Mesh after deforming (Sa,S′b) and merging (S̃a, S̃b
′
). The initial dihedral

angle is modified: the visual aspect of Lt misses that of L0. (c) To recover it, we apply a deformation that constrains all
vertices of triangles sharing an edge with Lt . The vertices belonging to Sa and Lt are fixed (belong to F) while a rotation is
set on vertices of S′b (inH (see Section 5.6)). (d) This deformation lets us recover the visual aspect of L0.

anisotropy direction is orthogonal to the targeted sym-
metry plane). This is also an advantage of ASAN-FL
that incorporates appropriate structural stiffness to ex-
press shape features without requiring complementary
computations, compared to the overhead brought by
methods requiring these constraints explicitly.

8 Conclusion

The FL modification process, as performed in the con-
text of the automotive industry is a challenging task
since the standard physically-based approaches exhibit
predictive undesirable effects such as surface bulging.
We analyzed this process by considering the surface de-
formation as a response to a mechanical tension or com-
pression loading. The distinction of feature lines in two
categories, on and off-surface, enabled us to propose a
shape retraction process in the ROI sub-domain under
compression loading so that the resulting surfaces be-
haves as expected without bulging or generating plies.
Further, the retraction process prevents the surface de-
formation from generating plies, predictably appearing
when high tension ratio appear, and preserves the intrin-
sic symmetry properties in the ROI, when they exist.

The comparison of the proposed ASAN-FL deforma-
tion process, which is a physically-based deformation
method close to a non linear membrane-like mechanical
model with an anisotropic stiffening behavior, has been
validated through test cases based on industrial car bod-
ies and comparison with state-of-art deformation meth-
ods.

ASAN-FL turns out to be an efficient and robust
deformation method with predictive physical behavior,
that can be extended and adapted to other domains of
interest than car body design.

Figure 22: For each example, comparison between the com-
putation times of ASAN deformation (left columns, dark
blue) and those of our ASAN-FL method, decomposed into
deformation (light blue) and retraction (orange) steps.

Figure 23: Fitting of average computation times for the re-
traction step (see Figure 22) highlighting a quadratic behavior.
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A Complementary classification of
Feature Lines

In addition to the feature line classification on and off-
surface, the sharpness of the feature line stemming from
a more or less sharp curvature bend or crease on either
side of L0 calls for further distinctions.

The existence of areas with sharp bends (SB) in con-
trast to areas with slowly varying curvatures, i.e., no
bend (NB), along L0 is a geometric feature indepen-
dent of the traction/compression loading concept used
to avoid bulging areas. Further, the context of car
body design highlights L0 with neighborhoods of type
(SB,NB) (see FL1 on Figure 16(a)) and (NB,NB) (see
Figure 15(c)), only. It is open to consider that FL of type
(SB,SB) can be of interest for other contexts but the fo-
cus stays here on car body design and (SB,SB) is not
part of the classification. Then, (NB,NB) has not ap-
peared as requiring some normal correction since the ef-
fect of the retraction process, if needed, does not signif-
icantly modify the curvature distribution along L′0 ∈S ′b.

In terms of taxonomy, this leaves the configurations
derived from (SB,NB) combined with (Sa,S ′b) if Lt
is on-surface since off-surface configurations haven’t
highlighted any significant alteration of the dihedral an-
gle through the surface deformation process. As a re-
sult, two combinations occur when Lt is on-surface:

• SB lies inside Sa (see Figure 16) and the retraction
process has no effect on SB. The resulting sur-
face S̃ does not exhibit a significant alteration of
the dihedral angle, hence no normal correction is
required in this case;

• SB lies inside Sb (see Figures 20 and 21). This is
the configuration described in section 5.6.
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